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Abstract

Previous studies investigate the ability of mod-001
els to make pragmatic inferences using pre-002
supposition triggers. However, although pro-003
jection of presuppositions can vary depending004
on the combination of triggers and environ-005
ments, they evaluate the performance of mod-006
els without human baseline, or include only007
negative sentences as entailment-canceling en-008
vironments. To evaluate inferences with pre-009
supposition triggers, it is necessary to solicit010
human judgments as a baseline for model eval-011
uation and use various types of entailment-012
canceling environments. In this study, we in-013
troduce a template-based natural language in-014
ference dataset called Projectivity of Presup-015
position Triggers (PPT), which includes 9,800016
sentence pairs crossed with six types of pre-017
supposition triggers and four types of syntactic018
environments. Analysing judgements from 283019
people on a subset of the dataset, we find that020
humans take most presupposition patterns as021
projective, but the projectivity varies depend-022
ing on the combination of triggers and envi-023
ronments. In contrast, models judge some pat-024
terns as non-projective, indicating that the abil-025
ity of the models to process presuppositions026
may not be human-like. This result highlights027
that researchers working on model evaluation028
and dataset creation need to take extra care of029
the combination of presupposition triggers and030
environments where they are embedded.031

1 Introduction032

There is an open question whether linguistic mod-033

els can make pragmatic inferences in the same way034

that humans do (Pavlick, 2022). In particular, it035

remains open whether machines can make one type036

of pragmatic inference, presupposition. Presuppo-037

sition refers to a relation between two sentences038

(Stalnaker, 1974; Beaver, 1997). It is often trig-039

gered by linguistic expressions called presupposi-040

tion triggers such as again, as shown in Figure 1.041

Although presupposition appears similar to another042

The doctor had cut the tree before.

The doctor cut the tree again.

The doctor did not cut the tree again.

Did the doctor cut the tree again?

If the doctor had cut the tree again, the 
artist would have spread the rumor.

Project (?)

Presupposition

Active Sentence

Negative Sentence

Polar Question

Conditional Antecedent

Figure 1: Projectivity of presupposition. It is assumed
that presuppositions of triggers project out of entailment-
canceling environments. However, projectivity of pre-
suppositions can vary, depending on the triggers and
syntactic environments where they are embedded.

relation, entailment, these two inferences are dis- 043

tinct. Presupposition is assumed to project out of 044

entailment-canceling environments (e.g., a nega- 045

tive sentence, question, and conditional antecedent) 046

whereas entailment cannot. 047

However, the presupposition does not always 048

project. The projectivity of a presupposition varies 049

depending on factors such as context, a lexical item, 050

prior beliefs, and the social identify of the speaker 051

(Karttunen, 1971; Simons, 2001; Tonhauser et al., 052

2018; Degen and Tonhauser, 2021b). Consider- 053

ing that most previous studies focus on clause- 054

embedding predicates and presuppositions of other 055

triggers are assumed to project, variable projec- 056

tive behaviors of presuppositions are understudied. 057

For instance, presupposition triggered by again can 058

more likely project out of a question than a negative 059

sentence. 060

Previous studies in natural language processing 061

examine the performance of models on presup- 062

positions by using a natural language inference 063

(NLI) task (Ross and Pavlick, 2019; Jeretic et al., 064

2020; Parrish et al., 2021). In the NLI task, one 065

determines whether a premise sentence entails or 066

contradicts a hypothesis sentence (Dagan et al., 067

2006; Bowman et al., 2015). However, each study 068
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has some limitations. For instance, Jeretic et al.069

(2020) do not conduct human evaluation as a base-070

line. de Marneffe et al. (2019) shows that human071

judgments on presupposition of clause-embedding072

predicates vary. Given this, it is likely that projec-073

tivity of presuppositions also varies in other trigger074

cases. Therefore, when assessing the performance075

of models on presuppositions, it is necessary to so-076

licit human intuitive judgments to make a baseline.077

Parrish et al. (2021) use only negative sentences078

for entailment-canceling environments; hence, it079

remains unclear whether models take presupposi-080

tions as projective out of any entailment-canceling081

environments.082

In order to address these concerns, in this work,083

we use various entailment-canceling environments084

to investigate projectivity of presupposition and085

test whether human judgments on presupposition086

projection are variable depending upon the com-087

bination of triggers and environments where they088

appear. In addition, we use the human result for a089

baseline to evaluate models’ performance in detail.090

To this end, we introduce a new evaluation091

dataset, Projectivity of Presupposition Triggers092

(PPT), which consists of 9,800 sentence pairs093

that are generated with templates and is semi-094

automatically generated with templates and is de-095

signed to test the performance of NLI models on096

sentences with presupposition triggers. Our dataset097

includes six trigger types crossed with four syntac-098

tic environments, making it possible to investigate099

the performance of models for a wide range of100

sentence patterns. Furthermore, we analyze hu-101

man intuitive judgments on a subset of this dataset102

(480 sentence pairs) from 283 people (56.6 peo-103

ple on average per sentence pair) to examine the104

variable projective behaviors of presuppositions,105

and evaluate four models (Bag-of-Words (BOW),106

InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017), RoBERTa (Liu107

et al., 2019), and DeBERTa (He et al., 2020))108

against the human performance.109

By analyzing the human judgment data, we find110

that humans take most presuppositions as projec-111

tive with some variability, but transformer-based112

models judge some patterns as non-projective.113

With this finding, we conclude that the ability of114

models to process presuppositions is not human-115

like yet and researchers working on model evalua-116

tion and dataset creation need to take extra care of117

the combination of various triggers and syntactic118

environments to investigate the ability of models to119

process presuppositions. 120

In conclusion, this study makes the following 121

contributions:1 122

• We introduce a novel evaluation dataset PPT 123

to test the capability of the model for pro- 124

cessing presuppositions of different triggers 125

embedded under various entailment-canceling 126

environments. 127

• Through our human intuitive judgment exper- 128

iment, we find that the projectivity of presup- 129

position depends on the combination of pre- 130

supposition triggers and entailment-canceling 131

environments where they are embedded. 132

• We demonstrate that models are incapable of 133

making sophisticated human-like pragmatic 134

inferences for presupposition triggers. 135

2 Background 136

2.1 Presupposition in Pragmatics 137

This study focuses on one type of pragmatic in- 138

ference: presupposition. Presupposition is a prag- 139

matic relation between two sentences and is con- 140

sidered to be taken granted by speakers (Stalnaker, 141

1974; Beaver, 1997). Presuppositions are often trig- 142

gered by lexical items called presupposition trig- 143

gers. Figure 1 illustrates again as a presupposition 144

trigger. There are various types of presupposition 145

triggers such as manner adverbs, comparatives, and 146

temporal adverbs (see Levinson (1983), Beaver 147

(1997), and Potts (2015) for a list of presupposition 148

triggers). 149

A property that makes presupposition distinct 150

from other inter-sentential relations is projection: 151

presupposition survives in environments such as 152

questions and negation (Karttunen, 1973; Heim, 153

1983). For instance, the presupposition of the sen- 154

tence the doctor cut the tree again last night is 155

assumed to hold in its question (did the doctor cut 156

the tree last night?) and negation (the doctor did 157

not cut the tree again last night) counterparts. In 158

contrast, in these environments, entailment for the 159

same sentence the doctor cut the tree last night 160

disappears. The environments such as questions 161

and negation are called entailment-canceling en- 162

vironments. Models can process presupposition 163

triggers only if they correctly infer presuppositions 164

1We will make our dataset and codebase publicly available.
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Trigger Type Example Triggers Example Premise

Iterative again The assistant split the log again.
Change-of-state verb stop, quit, finish The assistant stopped splitting the log.

Manner adverb quietly, slowly, angrily The assistant split the log quietly.
Factive verb remember, regret, forget The assistant remembered splitting the log.
Comparative better, earlier, more seriously The assistant split the log better than the girl.

Temporal adverb before, after, while The assistant split the log before bursting into the room.

Table 1: Examples of presupposition triggers with an active premise.

to project out of the entailment-canceling environ-165

ments.166

However, the projection of presupposition is not167

straightforward. The projectivity of presupposition168

can vary depending on factors such as context, a169

lexical item, prior beliefs, and the social identify of170

the speaker (Karttunen, 1971; Simons, 2001; Ton-171

hauser et al., 2018; Degen and Tonhauser, 2021b).172

However, most previous research exclusively fo-173

cuses on factive predicates (e.g., know, remember),174

making it unclear whether other triggers show the175

same variability of projection. For instance, does176

the presupposition of change-of-state verbs project177

out of negation in the same manner as the presuppo-178

sition of again? Therefore, this study investigates179

whether different types of presupposition triggers180

show variable projectivity depending on entailment-181

canceling environments where they appear by solic-182

iting human judgments. We then evaluate models183

against the human result to examine whether mod-184

els show the same type of variability as humans.185

2.2 Presuppositions in NLI186

Some NLI datasets are introduced to evaluate the187

ability of models to make pragmatic inferences188

(Ross and Pavlick, 2019; Jeretic et al., 2020; Parrish189

et al., 2021). human judgments.190

IMPPRES (Jeretic et al., 2020) is a template-191

based dataset designed to test two types of prag-192

matic inferences: implicature and presupposition.193

Using this dataset, Jeretic et al. (2020) find that194

although models (e.g., BERT (Devlin et al., 2019))195

fail to make pragmatic inferences in some cases,196

they learn the projective behavior of some presup-197

positions. However, Jeretic et al. (2020)’s conclu-198

sion is not persuasive, considering that they do not199

conduct human evaluation on the dataset. Humans200

are known to often make seemingly unsystematic201

judgments about projection on both natural (Ross202

and Pavlick, 2019; de Marneffe et al., 2019) and203

controlled (White and Rawlins, 2018) items, which204

makes it difficult to interpret the model perfor- 205

mance by any explicit definition rather than human 206

judgment results. Following Parrish et al. (2021), 207

this study conducts a human judgment experiment 208

to obtain a baseline for model evaluation. 209

NOPE (Parrish et al., 2021) includes naturally- 210

occurring data with presupposition triggers. With 211

this dataset, Parrish et al. (2021) evaluate BERT- 212

based models against human performance, find- 213

ing that the models process presupposition trig- 214

gers in the same way as humans even when they 215

are embedded under negation. However, one 216

limitation of NOPE is that it includes only one 217

entailment-canceling environment, negation. To 218

make a stronger conclusion about the model perfor- 219

mance on projection of presuppositions, we need 220

to include more types of entailment-canceling envi- 221

ronments besides negation. Following Jeretic et al. 222

(2020), the PPT dataset includes not only negation 223

but also a polar question and conditional antecedent 224

as entailment-canceling environments. 225

3 Data Generation 226

3.1 Presupposition Triggers and Syntactic 227

Environments 228

We use six types of presupposition triggers: 1) an 229

iterative again, 2) change-of-state verbs (CSV), 3) 230

manner adverbs, 4) factive verbs, 5) comparatives, 231

and 6) temporal adverbs, as shown in Table 1. We 232

select these triggers from the lists made by Levin- 233

son (1983) and Potts (2015), because they are not 234

included in the previous template-based dataset 235

IMPPRES (Jeretic et al., 2020) and can be easily 236

incorporated into templates. 237

For syntactic environments where presupposi- 238

tion triggers occur, we use four environments: 1) 239

an active sentence, 2) a negative sentence, 3) a po- 240

lar question, and 4) an antecedent of a counterfac- 241

tual conditional, as exemplified in Table 2. Unlike 242

Jeretic et al. (2020), we do not include a modal 243

environment in our dataset to prevent explosion of 244
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Construction Premise Hypothesis Label

Active
sentence The doctor cut the tree again. The doctor had (not) cut the tree before. E (C)

Negative
sentence The doctor did not cut the tree again. The doctor had (not) cut the tree before. E (C)

Polar
question Did the doctor cut the tree again? The doctor had (not) cut the tree before. E(C)

Counterfactual
conditional

If the doctor had cut the tree again,
the dancer could have burst into the room. The doctor had (not) cut the tree before. E (C)

Table 2: Examples of premise-hypothesis pairs with again. E and C stand for Entailment and Contradiction,
respectively. These labels are assumed to be assigned if presuppositions project. Eight conditions are generated for
each of eight triggers (48 conditions in total).

Construction Trigger Templates Examples

Counterfactual
conditional

Manner
adverb

P: If the N1 had VP1 MAdv,
the N2 Modal have VP2.
H1: The N1 VP1.
H2: The N1 did not VP1.

P: If the girl had set the dish on the table slowly,
the boy could have burst into the room.
H1: The girl set the dish on the table.
H2: The girl did not set the dish on the table.

Table 3: Examples of templates and sentences with a manner adverb in PPT.

the dataset. The active sentence is used as a control245

condition to test whether models can process pre-246

supposition triggers in the simple case. The other247

three conditions are entailment-canceling environ-248

ments, which serve as target conditions. These249

are used to test variable projectivity of presup-250

position of triggers. Each trigger type occurs in251

four environments, thus constituting eight premise-252

hypothesis pairs each in total. For instance, Table 2253

shows examples of premise-hypothesis pairs with254

again. We generate 100 sentences for each premise-255

hypothesis pair pattern, respectively. Therefore, the256

PPT comprises 4,800 target sentence pairs.257

We make a control condition for each condition258

where a hypothesis is the affirmative or negative259

version of its premise. For instance, in the con-260

trol condition of the negation with again, if the261

premise is the doctor did not cut the tree again, its262

hypothesis is the doctor cut the tree again or the263

doctor did not cut the tree again. These statements264

would be labeled as contradiction and entailment,265

respectively. These control sentences are used as266

sanity check in human evaluation and to ensure that267

the model performance is not affected by the mere268

presence of presupposition triggers. We generate269

100 sentence pairs for each control condition; there-270

fore, the PPT includes 4,800 control sentences. In271

total, PPT comprises 9,600 sentence pairs.272

3.2 Templates273

Sentence pairs in PPT are automatically generated274

with templates on the basis of the codebase devel-275

oped by Yanaka and Mineshima (2021). We use 276

template-based data instead of naturally-occurring 277

data for our dataset to control the plausibility of 278

the sentences. Previous work (Karttunen, 1971; Si- 279

mons, 2001; Tonhauser et al., 2018) shows that the 280

projectivity of presupposition varies depending on 281

its content. For instance, the sentence John didn’t 282

stop going to the restaurant leads to the inference 283

that John had been going to the restaurant before. 284

In contrast, the sentence John didn’t stop going to 285

the moon is less likely to yield the inference that 286

John had been going to the moon before. This dif- 287

ference can be attributed to our world knowledge: 288

it is more plausible for one to go to the restaurant 289

than go to the moon in the real world. Because the 290

effect of plausibility of the content is not within the 291

scope of this study, we use templates to control it. 292

Examples of the templates and sentences are 293

given in Table 3. An index is assigned to N and 294

VP to distinguish their multiple occurrences, if re- 295

quired. For a verb in VP, we use verbs having the 296

same form in past tense and past participle forms 297

(e.g., set, cut, burst) to ensure that the morpho- 298

logical difference between premise and hypothesis 299

sentences is as small as possible. 2 300

4 Human Evaluation 301

To investigate the extent to which the projection 302

behavior of presupposition varies depending on the 303

combination of presupposition triggers and syn- 304

2A full list of the templates and their example sentences is
provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 2: Results on target conditions for humans.

tactic environments where they are embedded, we305

conduct a human judgment experiment.306

4.1 Design and Procedure307

We randomly select 10 out of 100 sentence pairs308

from each target condition and select 2 sentence309

pairs from each control condition, extracting 480310

and 96 items, respectively.311

Using Amazon Mechanical Turk,3 we recruit312

635 people with the requirements of having an ap-313

proval rating of 99% or higher, having at least 5,000314

approved tasks, and being located in the US, the315

UK, or Canada. Among them, we exclude the re-316

sponses of 352 participants from our data analysis317

because their accuracy on control conditions is be-318

low or equal to 90%. We analyze the judgment data319

of the remaining 283 participants. As a result, the320

items are judged by 56.6 participants on average.321

We make sure that the workers are paid at least322

$12.0 USD per hour. More information about our323

experiment is reported in Appendix B.324

For the results on target conditions, we use the325

term, projectivity, rather than accuracy. As sug-326

gested by previous research on clause-embedding327

predicates (Tonhauser et al., 2018; Degen and Ton-328

hauser, 2021a,b), human intuitive judgments on329

projectivity can vary. Therefore, we cannot assume330

any predetermined accurate label for sentence pairs.331

Projectivity is calculated based on whether pre-332

supposition projects. For instance, if a participant333

labels the hypothesis the singer cut the tree as en-334

tailment given the premise the singer did not cut335

the tree slowly, the response is considered projec-336

tive. Taking another example, if the hypothesis the337

boy did not burst into the room is judged as contra-338

diction given the premise the boy did not burst into339

the room more seriously than the singer, it is con-340

3https://www.mturk.com

Condition Accuracy (%)

Active sentence 99.9
Negative sentence 99.3

Polar question 51.2
Counterfactual conditional 93.1

Table 4: Human performance on control conditions.

sidered projective. Otherwise, these two examples 341

are considered non-projective. 342

4.2 Results and Discussion 343

Table 4 shows human accuracy on the control con- 344

ditions. Accuracy on the active sentence, negative 345

sentence, and counterfactual conditional is at the 346

ceiling (99.9%, 99.3%, and 93.1%, respectively). 347

In contrast, the performance on the polar ques- 348

tion condition is better than that of random choice 349

(51.2% over a 33.3%) but poorer than the other 350

three conditions. This might be because it is hard 351

to imagine the situation based on a polar question 352

(e.g., did the singer put the book on the shelf more 353

seriously than the boy?), since the primary function 354

of the polar question is to ask the truth of its con- 355

tent. The distribution of the other responses to the 356

question condition is as follows: 38.4% and 10.2% 357

for entailment and contradiction, respectively. 358

Figure 2 shows the results on the target con- 359

ditions. The performance on the active sentence 360

shows that presupposition holds in active sentences. 361

One exception is the factive verb condition whose 362

projectivity is less than 90% unlike other triggers 363

(84.6%). This result is consistent with the previ- 364

ous findings that presupposition of factive predi- 365

cates varies (Tonhauser et al., 2018; Degen and 366

Tonhauser, 2021a,b). 367

In the other three entailment-canceling environ- 368
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ment conditions, projectivity exceeds the chance369

level (33.3%), which indicates that presuppositions370

of triggers survive in these three conditions, too. As371

shown in Figure 2, the projectivity varies depend-372

ing on triggers and environments. For instance,373

presuppositions of manner adverbs are less likely374

to project out of the negative sentence (e.g., The375

kid did not bet $100 on the race quickly.) (58.3%),376

polar question (e.g., Did the stranger burst into377

the room angrily?) (66.6%), and counterfactual378

conditional (e.g., If the woman had slit the enve-379

lope easily, the director would have upset the boat.)380

(62.0%) than the active sentence (e.g., The boy read381

the letter quietly.) (98.2%). In addition, presuppo-382

sitions of the comparative are less likely to project383

out of the negative sentence (e.g., The worker did384

not thrust the fork into the cake better than the385

girl.) (64.1%), question (e.g., Did the director cast386

bronze into a statue anxiously?) (77.9%), and con-387

ditional (e.g., If the doctor had let the blinds down388

earlier than the student, the stranger could have389

shut the door.) (70.7%) than the active sentence390

(e.g., The child spread the rumor better than the391

doctor.) (97.0%). These variable projection behav-392

iors suggest that the projectivity of presupposition393

depends on the combination of presupposition trig-394

gers and syntactic environments where they are395

embedded. Previous work (Degen and Tonhauser,396

2021a) shows that the projectivity of presupposi-397

tion of clause-embedding predicates varies. The398

results suggest that the similar types of variability399

also exists among different types of presupposition400

triggers.401

In order to investigate whether the variable pro-402

jection behaviors are attributed to each item within403

each condition, we look at the standard deviation404

of the projectivity in each condition. The mean405

standard deviations are 12.9, 7.2, and 10.3, for406

the manner adverb embedded under the negative407

sentence, polar question, and counterfactual condi-408

tionals, respectively. They are 10.7, 7.1, and 10.5,409

for the comparative embedded under the negative410

sentence, polar question, and counterfactual con-411

ditionals, respectively. Given these standard devi-412

ations, the projectivity of presuppositions in these413

conditions are variable within each trigger condi-414

tion. Some items have different projectivity despite415

the fact that they use the same trigger (e.g., 48.3%416

and 70.4% for the dancer did not hit the ball with417

the bat earlier than the girl and the teacher did not418

split the log earlier than the dancer, respectively).419

This result indicates that not only each trigger item 420

but also other factors such as other lexical items 421

in the sentence and the plausibility of the sentence 422

affect projectivity. We leave it for the future work 423

what factor other than individual triggers affects 424

projectivity. 425

In summary, a detailed analysis reveals variable 426

projection behaviors in some conditions, indicating 427

that projectivity of presupposition depends on the 428

combination of triggers and environments. 429

5 Model Evaluation 430

We evaluate standard NLI models against the PPT 431

dataset. To investigate whether the model perfor- 432

mance on presuppositions mirrors human perfor- 433

mance, we compare the model results with those 434

of humans. 435

5.1 Models 436

We evaluate four models: a bag-of-words (BOW) 437

model, an InferSent model (Conneau et al., 2017), 438

RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019), and DeBERTa- 439

large (He et al., 2020). For the first two models, 440

we follow Parrish et al. (2021)’s implementation4 441

and use MNLI (Williams et al., 2018) to fine-tune 442

the parameters. We use the GloVe embeddings for 443

the word-level representations (Pennington et al., 444

2014). For the remaining two transformer-based 445

models, we use Huggingface’s (Wolf et al., 2020) 446

pretrained RoBERTa-base and DeBERTa-large fine- 447

tuned on MNLI. 448

5.2 Results and Discussion 449

Figure 3 shows the model’s performance on con- 450

trol conditions along with human performance. In- 451

ferSent and BOW models perform poorly on the 452

control conditions, compared with two-transformer 453

models and humans. Their accuracy does not 454

reach 75% (ranges 6.3–67.9% and 0.0–74.9% 455

for BOW and InferSent, respectively) RoBERTa 456

and DeBERTa, respectively). Similar to humans, 457

RoBERTa and DeBERTa achieve performance at 458

the ceiling, indicating that the mere presence of 459

presupposition triggers in various syntactic envi- 460

ronments does not affect their performance. How- 461

ever, one exception is the polar question, where 462

RoBERTa performs at the chance level (31.8%); 463

similar to humans, DeBERTa shows moderate ac- 464

curacy (50.0%). This indicates that assigning the 465

4https://github.com/nyu-mll/nope
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Figure 3: Results on control conditions for four models and humans.

Figure 4: Results on target conditions for two transformer-based models and humans.

neutral label to the polar question condition is dif-466

ficult for transformer-based models and humans.467

This difficulty might be attributed to the task: it is468

hard to imagine a situation where a polar question469

is true because its primary function is to ask the470

truth of its content.471

Figure 4 shows results of RoBERTa and De-472

BERTa for target conditions with those of humans.473

Similar to humans, RoBERTa and DeBERTa take474

presuppositions of most triggers as projective with475

some exceptions as follows.476

Unlike humans and DeBERTa, RoBERTa takes477

again and CSV as moderately projective under all478

four syntactic environments (ranges 39.5–53.5%479

and 50.5–66.0% for again and CSV, respectively).480

RoBERTa and DeBERTa judge manner adverbs 481

and comparatives as non-projective out of the neg- 482

ative sentence and counterfactual conditional an- 483

tecedent (e.g., The professor did not set the dish on 484

the table quietly. and The teacher did not read the 485

letter better than the director., respectively). The 486

projectivity of these conditions is below the 33.3% 487

chance level (ranges 8.5–18% and 5.5–23.5% for 488

RoBERTa and DeBERTa, respectively). These re- 489

sults contrast with those of humans as they judge 490

these conditions as moderately projective (in the 491

range 58.3–70.7%). 492

Finally, RoBERTa and DeBERTa judge triggers 493

as highly projective in the question condition sim- 494

ilar to active sentence condition with exceptions 495
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such as manner adverbs (e.g., Did the boy set the496

dish on the table calmly?) and factive predicates497

(e.g., Did the assistant remember putting the book498

on the shelf?), which indicates that they process499

these two environments similarly. Again, this result500

contrasts with human results. Figure 4 shows that501

human results of the question conditions are dif-502

ferent from those of the active sentence conditions.503

As shown by the difference in the mean projectivity504

(94.2% and 76.7% for the active sentence and the505

polar question, respectively), humans assign the506

question condition relatively low projectivity com-507

pared to the active sentence condition, indicating508

the variability of projection out of the polar ques-509

tion. The high projectivity of the model in the polar510

question condition can be because of annotation511

artifacts such as the combination of the lexical over-512

lap bias and the negation bias (Gururangan et al.,513

2018). Models might label the positive and neg-514

ative hypothesis as entailment and contradiction,515

respectively.516

To summarize, although RoBERTa and De-517

BERTa judge most conditions as projective sim-518

ilar to humans, they take some as less projective519

compared to humans, which indicates that the mod-520

els’ performance on projectivity of presuppositions521

does not mirror human performance.522

6 Discussion523

This study investigates whether projectivity of pre-524

supposition depends on the combination of various525

triggers and environments under which they are526

embedded, and whether the models’ performance527

reflects any variable projection behaviors shown by528

humans.529

By analyzing our intuitive judgment data, we530

find that humans take all presupposition patterns531

as projective with some variability. For instance,532

presuppositions of manner adverbs are less likely533

to project out of the negative sentence (e.g., The534

kid did not bet $100 on the race quickly.) (58.3%),535

polar question (e.g., Did the stranger burst into536

the room angrily?) (66.6%), and counterfactual537

conditional (e.g., If the woman had slit the enve-538

lope easily, the director would have upset the boat.)539

(62.0%) than the active sentence (e.g., The boy read540

the letter quietly.) (98.2%). The variable projection541

patterns shown by human results suggest that it is542

necessary to look at each trigger and syntactic envi-543

ronment in detail to investigate variable projectivity544

of presupposition, as many previous studies (Ton-545

hauser et al., 2018; Degen and Tonhauser, 2021b,a) 546

do in the domain of clause-embedding predicates. 547

Unlike humans, models take some presuppo- 548

sition patterns as non-projective. For instance, 549

RoBERTa and DeBERTa judge manner adverbs as 550

non-projective out of the negative sentence (8.5% 551

and 14.5% for RoBERTa and DeBERTa, respec- 552

tively) and counterfactual conditional antecedent 553

(17.0% and 5.5%). This result suggests that mod- 554

els cannot make human-like pragmatic inferences 555

and that it is necessary for researchers working on 556

investigation of the language inference ability of 557

models to use a wide range of trigger and environ- 558

ment types. 559

However, as seen from the results of our ex- 560

periments, transformer-based models still achieve 561

human-like performance in most cases, which 562

BOW and InferSent models do not, highlighting 563

their sophisticated linguistic performance. It can- 564

not be overstated that the unprecedented advance- 565

ment of models allows us to look in depth at their 566

ability to process language, as Pavlick (2022) notes. 567

One limitation of this study is that it does not 568

take into account factors such as context, a lexical 569

item, prior beliefs, and the social identify of the 570

speaker. As shown by previous studies (Karttunen, 571

1971; Simons, 2001; Tonhauser et al., 2018; Degen 572

and Tonhauser, 2021b), these factors can affect the 573

projectivity of presuppositions. The future work 574

should address the question whether models are 575

sensitive to these factors in the same manner as 576

humans. 577

7 Conclusion 578

This paper investigates whether there is variability 579

in the projectivity of presuppositions, depending on 580

triggers and environments, and whether linguistic 581

models mirror humans in processing any variable 582

presupposition behaviors. We create the template- 583

based dataset consisting of 9,800 sentences crossed 584

with six presupposition triggers and four syntactic 585

environments. Using this dataset, we find that pre- 586

suppositions always project with some variability 587

and models take some presupposition patterns as 588

non-projective unlike humans. Our result suggests 589

that it cannot be simply assumed that presupposi- 590

tions are always projective and researchers working 591

on model evaluation and dataset creation need to 592

use various types of triggers and environments so 593

that they can investigate models’ ability to process 594

presuppositions in detail. 595
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A Templates747

Tables 5–8 contain templates of premises and hy-748

potheses with examples for each trigger crossed749

with each entailment-canceling environment.750

B Crowdsourcing Experiment751

Before the experiment, each participant is asked752

to read a written instruction about the NLI task753

carefully. During the experiment, the following754

instruction is presented on a screen: ‘Select the755

response based on how likely you think the second756

statement is to be true, using the information in757

the first statement and your background knowledge758

about how the world works. If you think that the 759

second statement is true, click Entailment. If you 760

think that it is false, select Contradiction. If you 761

are not sure, select Neutral.’ This instruction is 762

adopted from Parrish et al. (2021) and modified 763

according to our experiment. 764

We eliminate participants whose mean accuracy 765

on the control conditions is less than or equal to 766

90%. The control results include results of ac- 767

tive sentence, negative sentence, and counterfactual 768

conditional conditions. The polar question control 769

condition is not included in the mean calculation, 770

because its mean accuracy is around chance (36.0% 771

over the chance level 33.3%). 772
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Type Templates Examples

Again
P : The N VP again.

→H1: The N had VP before.
↛H2: The N had not VP before.

The doctor cut the tree again.
→H1: The doctor had cut

the tree before.
↛H2: The doctor had not

cut the tree before.

Manner
adverbs

P : The N VP MADV.
→H1: The N VP.

↛H2: The N did not VP.

The doctor cut the tree slowly.
→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did not

cut the tree.

Comparatives

P : The N1 VP
ADVer than N2.

→H1: The N1 VP.
↛H2: The N1 did not VP.

The doctor cut the tree
better than the singer.

→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did not

cut the tree.

Temporal
adverbs

P : The N VP1

TADV VP2ing.
→H1: The N VP2.

↛H2: The N did not VP2.

The doctor cut the tree
before spreading the rumor.

→H1: The doctor spread the rumor.
↛H2: The doctor did not

spread the rumor.

Change-of-state
verbs

P : The N CSV VPing.
→H1: The N had been VPing.

↛H2: The N had not been VPing.

The doctor stopped cutting the tree.
→H1: The doctor had been

cutting the tree.
↛H2: The doctor had not been

cutting the tree.

Factive
verbs

P : The N Factive VPing.
→H1: The N VP.

↛H2: The N did not VP.

The doctor regretted cutting the tree.
→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor cut the tree.

Table 5: Templates for presupposition triggers in active sentences.
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Type Templates Examples

Again

P : The N did not
VP again.

→H1: The N had VP before.
↛H2: The N had not VP before.

The doctor did not
cut the tree again.

→H1: The doctor had cut
the tree before.

↛H2: The doctor had not
cut the tree before.

Manner
adverbs

P : The N did not
VP MADV.

→H1: The N VP.
↛H2: The N did not VP.

The doctor did not
cut the tree slowly.

→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did not cut the tree.

Comparatives

P : The N1 did not
VP ADVer than N2.
→H1: The N1 VP.

↛H2: The N1 did not VP.

The doctor did not cut
the tree better than the singer.
→H1: The doctor cut the tree.

↛H2: The doctor did not cut the tree.

Temporal
adverbs

P : The N did not
VP1 TADV VP2ing.
→H1: The N VP2.

↛H2: The N did not VP2.

The doctor did not cut the tree
before spreading the rumor.

→H1: The doctor spread the rumor.
↛H2: The doctor did not spread the rumor.

Change-of-state
verbs

P : The N did not CSV VPing.
→H1: The N had been VPing.

↛H2: The N had not been VPing.

The doctor did not stop
cutting the tree.

→H1: The doctor had been
cutting the tree.

↛H2: The doctor had not been
cutting the tree.

Factive
verbs

P : The N did not Factive VPing.
→H1: The N VP.

↛H2: The N did not VP.

The doctor did not regret
cutting the tree.

→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did not cut the tree.

Table 6: Templates for presupposition triggers in a negative sentence.
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Type Templates Examples

Again

P : Did the N
VP again?

→H1: The N had VP before.
↛H2: The N had not VP before.

Did the doctor
cut the tree again?

→H1: The doctor had
cut the tree before.

↛H2: The doctor had
not cut the tree before.

Manner
adverbs

P : Did the N
VP MADV?

→H1: The N VP.
↛H2: The N did not VP.

Did the doctor
cut the tree slowly?

→H1: The doctor cut
the tree.

↛H2: The doctor did not
cut the tree.

Comparatives

P : Did the N1

VP ADVer than N2?
→H1: The N1 VP.

↛H2: The N1 did not VP.

Did the doctor cut
the tree better than the singer?
→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did not

cut the tree.

Temporal
adverbs

P : Did the N
VP1 TADV VP2ing?
→H1: The N VP2.

↛H2: The N did not VP2.

Did the doctor cut the tree
before spreading the rumor?

→H1: The doctor spread the rumor.
↛H2: The doctor did not spread

the rumor.

Change-of-state
verbs

P : Did the N CSV VPing?
→H1: The N had been VPing.

↛H2: The N had not been VPing.

Did the doctor stop
cutting the tree?

→H1: The doctor had
been cutting the tree.

↛H2: The doctor had not
been cutting the tree.

Factive
verbs

P : Did the N Factive VPing?
→H1: The N VP.

↛H2: The N did not VP.

Did the doctor stop
cutting the tree?

→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did

not cut the tree.

Table 7: Templates for presupposition triggers in a yes-no question.
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Type Templates Examples

Again

P : If the N1

had VP again,
the N2 would

have VP2.
→H1: The N1 had

VP1 before.
↛H2: The N1 had not

VP1 before.

If the doctor
had cut the tree again,

the singer could
have spread the news.

→H1: The doctor had cut
the tree before.

↛H2: The doctor had not
cut the tree before.

Manner
adverbs

P : If the N1

VP1 MADV,
the N2 would

have VP2.
→H1: The N1 VP1.

↛H2: The N1 did not VP1.

If the doctor
cut the tree slowly,

the singer could
have spread the news.

→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did not cut the tree.

Comparatives

P : If the N1

had VP1 ADVer than
N3, the N2 would

have VP2.
→H1: The N1 VP1.

↛H2: The N1 did not VP1.

If the doctor had cut
the tree better than the singer,

the artist could have
spread the news.

→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did not cut the tree.

Temporal
adverbs

P : If the N
had VP1 TADV VP2ing,

the N2 would
have VP3.

→H1: The N1 VP2.
↛H2: The N1 did not VP2.

If the doctor had cut the tree
before spreading the news,
the singer could have burst

into the room.
→H1: The doctor spread

the rumor.
↛H2: The doctor did not

spread the rumor.

Change-of-state
verbs

P : If the N1 CSV VP1ing,
the N2 would

have VP2.
→H1: The N1 had been VP1ing.

↛H2: The N1 had not been VP1ing.

If the doctor had stopped
cutting the tree,

the singer could have
spread the rumor.

→H1: The doctor had been cutting the tree.
↛H2: The doctor had not been cutting the tree.

Factive
verbs

P : If the N1 Factive VP1ing,
the N2 would

have VP2.
→H1: The N1 VP1.

↛H2: The N1 did not VP1.

If the doctor had stopped
cutting the tree,

the singer could have
spread the rumor.

→H1: The doctor cut the tree.
↛H2: The doctor did not cut the tree.

Table 8: Templates for presupposition triggers in an antecedent of a counterfactual conditional.
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